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Having enjoyed over +13 200 hours of coaching clients, Sheridan works with a professional base of both Entrepreneurs and 

Executives as well as Individuals & families from the private sector who are ready to engage with her close up and personal style 

of enquiry into exactly what is required for profound results. 

Her primary & robust question centre's around that, within a client's often-outdated narrative, which may be limiting their sense 

of personal ease in their life & even more powerful results in their businesses.

Sheridan thrives on the distinct value of an integral coaching program to transform another's life in a relatively short space of 

time and she drives a particular bottom line commitment with clients to weekly traction with self -observations, practices and 

exercises in the granular spaces of their day to day business, personal life. 

When asked, she expresses that:“ My passion is to shape a high-level confidential container within which professionals can tidy 

up their radar, identify the ingredients of an idling speed that will get them the absolute best results and to actively, in real terms 

- craft a more present, mindful & more undefended way of being in the process. 

She goes on to point out: “An excellent coach is naturally able to bring a grounded and attentive intensity to what is a fast track 

and granular process where Clients up-skill on competencies that enable them to achieve very particular and essential results for 

themselves. With an increase in the speed at which society and businesses are developing, sustainable changes are needed to 

create better proximity to our- selves and a deeper sense of internal ease. 

People navigate through life defending and coping with repetitive judgment and sense of lack and isolation. Often a false facade 

of strength and even aggression is the order of the day. I encourage professionals to turn their ' Inside out t-shirt' that is their 

'blind spots' around, so that professional results can not only be spring boarded but also actually appreciated and duplicated in all 

of their life.” 

Time is wno
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MASTER COACHDEVELOPMENT



Trained within an Integral Approach through the UCT Graduate School of business, Centre for Coaching & New Ventures West, 

San Francisco, USA, Sheridan draws rich resource from a multitude of theoretical and body based models, practices and 

philosophies. She has also mentored senior students from the professional sector training as coaches. 

One on one coaching programs are available locally with Sheridan in Cape Town, Durban and Johannesburg as well as offshore 

through her on-line boardrooms and quarterly visits to clients at their location . 

In addition to these individual coaching programs, Sheridan's 2 - 4 day Workshops & Masterclasses offer a high quality workshop 

space as a private container for those needing a confidential & powerful resource to turn the corner in any areas of challenge, in 

their lives . 

Available at intervals thought the year , this very potent , heart-felt and results orientated workshop platform for intensive 

coaching, focuses on key topics for growth or in response to requests for dynamic and empowering material.

This profound and intimately collaborated support over a few days allows those keen to roll up their sleeves , to take the unique 

opportunity to align themselves , access their absolute best resources and what is actually their most compelling future .

Workshop members leave with a serious tool kit of resources and an experience of having taken their life to the next level. These 

workshops and Masterclasses offer friendships formed amongst like-minded people hungry to grow and thrive in their lives . 

Sheridan's own coaching development is continuous and she is also entrepreneurial in her spare time.

She encourages those professionals interested in a coaching or workshop program to meet for an initial actual session to explore 

more of what the high octane coaching container that is co-created with her, can offer one, within the unique context of one's 

professional and personal life. 
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QUALIFICATION INTERNATIONALLY QUALIFIED INTEGRAL COACH & 

COACH MENTOR, CTE, ACC, PCC - 2007.2008.2009  

UCT GRADUATE SCHOOL OF BUSINESS, CAPE TOWN 

SOUTH AFRICA & NEW VETURES WEST, SAN 

FRANCISCO, USA 

EXPERIENCE PROFESSIONAL INTEGRAL COACH - 2008  

CURRENT PRIVATE PRACTICE & PROGRAMS, 

WORKSHOPS FACILITATING EXCELLENCE IN 

HIGH LEVEL INDIVIDUALS PASSIONATE ABOUT 

THE QUALITY OF THEIR LIFE AND THE BOTTOM 

LINE IN THEIR BUSINESS

 

EXPERIENCE INTEGRAL COACH MENTOR  - 2008  

UCT GRADU ATE SCHOOL OF BUSINESS ,CAPE TOWN 

SOUTH AFRICA 

DISCERNING OBJECTIVITY &  ALIGNMENT 

IN COACHES-IN-TRAINING 

RIGOR TO AUDIT ONE’S PERSONAL & 

PROFESSIONAL POWER 

SKILLS

WEEKLY TRACTION IDENTIFY, OBSERVE & EDIT 

COMPETANCY, RESOURCES AND MEASURING 

CRITERIA 

A ENQUIRY INTO THE UPSIDE OF AUTHENTICITY, 

MINDFULLNESS & REAL PROXIMITY TO ONESELF 

ADVOCATING SIGNIFICANT TRUST AS A HGHLY 

VALUED COLLABORATION 

A TIDY UP OF YOUR PERIPHERY, CREATING A 

PLATFORM FOR CHANGE 

Architecting a professional & personal life of distinct ease, is an A team player event 

that takes courage and vulnerability. I’m continuously honored to witness and engage with those

whom are ready to embrace a hugely powerful & updated lens on living.

Updating
and

powering-up
narratives

Shaping rigor
in authenticity,

integrity &
self-orientation

Mastering
distinctive
language

Powerful
audit and

alignment to
one’s

‘End game’

Full throttle,
measurable

competencies
that open up

possibility

IDENTIFYING WHO S  ON YOUR ‘RUN WAY’’ & 

WHY. WHATS YOUR DE TS INATION 



PROGRAM Outcomes based (goal orientated) coaching programs are structured for a marked 

increase in your self -awareness. An identified Competency growth path is the key 

ticket to measure progress and grounded, measurable results within a dynamic 6 – 12 

month program. 

AN IMPROVED MAP Along with this marked increase in awareness, the coaching offers a space to carve out 

a new or improved “Map” and an opportunity to develop the skil ls to navigate, measure 

and track progress as part and parcel of the coaching space. Orientation is everything. 

In other words: “Where am I and what am I doing, not doing to get out the way of my 

progress and or sense of deep ease in my professional and personal l ife?” 

COACHING VS. 

THERAPY 

VS. CONSULTING?

Coaching is PARTICULARLY interactive and rigorous in its feedback systems between 

Coach and Client. It’s a partnership that sharp shoots for an intimate and confidential 

conversation that builds and encourages you. The bottom line experience is that of a 

smart springboard to align and project yourself forward and a fine toothcomb for 

where power and momentum can be leveraged for you. 

Whilst therapy modalit ies primarily offer a space for a client to reflect and Consulting 

environments explore solutions, Integral Coaching is about a l ive & tenacious 

partnership between a Coach and Client, where awareness is integrated with new and 

more developed competencies to reach a desired destination that can actually be 

named and tracked. 

Increment by increment, a client arrives at tangible wins on a weekly basis, motivated 

by establishing more balance and depth of perception. 

PRACTICAL There is practical, goal-orientated work, within 60 minute weekly or bi monthly 

sessions, that ask of one to go and look and observe how one operates. You wil l  be 

asked to engage with exercises and long term practices that build new competency for 

you to support growth and change. Resources are pulled in to support, and a feedback 

space is set up that is about accountabil ity. 

Criteria for measuring one’s progress are established up front with a clear perception. 

Often powerful and exponential progress occurs in areas particularly not always 

obvious upfront. 

Coaching is often generous in highlighting that which you don’t know, that can really 

be of value beyond what one can conceive of initial ly. 

DESTINATION A clear and named understanding of “destination occurs” – and clients sharpen their 

understanding of what side roads and dead ends often trip them up or have them stuck 

and unable to move to the next level. 

Defining Professional Coaching
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